Problem

75% of Americans are unsatisfied with their current friendships. The NIH calls loneliness an **epidemic**.

This is a problem that has been drastically accelerated by COVID-19. But real, meaningful friendships are still hard to find – especially **online**.
Introducing Pairology

Existing platforms optimize for time spent swiping on the app. Pairology is a matchmaking app designed to promote meaningful in-person interactions.

With Pairology, users fill out a quiz that gives us a strong sense of their personality profile. After that, users can opt in every week to get matched with someone who is likely to be highly compatible with them.
Get matched in three steps

Create an account with Google

Fill out a 6-minute personality quiz

Opt in once a week to get matched
Why this is works

Matches are made based on the core values that really matter in meaningful friendships - not quirky bios

No more endless swiping. Get one super-high-quality match, once a week

Get matched at www.pairology.me